Miles Better – Report Appendix
Securing Better Access to the Scottish Parliament
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We are Living Streets Scotland, part of the UK charity for
everyday walking. We want to create a nation where walking is
the natural choice for everyday, local journeys.
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Appendix: Full Street Review findings and recommendations
Living Streets Scotland carried out a route audit on 18 May 2018 between 13.00 and
14.30. The audit started at Waverley Station, exiting onto Market Street, travelling
along Jeffrey Street and then eastwards down the Royal Mile to Holyrood. Living
Streets then made monitoring visits over a 2-year period to observe the street and
validate the initial findings.
This appendix provides a set of initial observations. The main report will be more
useful for most readers.
Waverley Station
There is a lack of relevant wayfinding signage within the station; there is signage to
Market Street but not specifically to Holyrood. There is also an absence of
wayfinding outside the station on Market Street, which is a point where people need
to make decisions about their direction of travel. The information board at the bottom
of the steps, within the station, is useful.
Market Street
1. The area directly outside the station feels overly car dominated.
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2. There are build outs and the footway is relatively wide, however the area feels
uncared for (dirty pavements, litter, graffiti).

3.

There are large sections of blank frontage, which along with the graffiti and
rubbish bins gives the sense of Market Street being the ‘back end’ of another
street. This is not an inspiring welcome to Edinburgh, and there is little
suggestion that it is an important route to the Royal Mile.

4. There is no obvious wayfinding signage here (relating to routes to important
parts of the city centre).
5. The fairly tall buildings on both sides of street channel noise from the vehicles
moving through the area.
6. This might be an important place to sit, but there are no areas of seating.
There is plenty of visual interest in the vicinity with dramatic architecture and a
vista across to the north. It seems likely that the area could gain more of a
pedestrian focus if this was rectified - allowing people to appreciate the views
and providing a reason for people to spend time here, which would in turn
increase the natural surveillance.
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7. There is currently a carriageway lane cordoned off, suggesting that the
additional carriageway space here is not necessary.

8. The layby opposite Waverley Station appears to be underused and could be
removed to create an extended footway area. This would need to be in
tandem with general public realm improvements to encourage people to
spend time there.

Market Street / Jeffrey Street
Both Market Street and Jeffrey Street have a very wide carriageway at this point.
The junction where they meet presents an extremely wide section of carriageway
space. Vehicles were witnessed turning in fast (encouraged by this design). In order
to make this safer, Jeffrey Street would need to be significantly narrowed, preferably
along with Market Street. There is a right turn lane on Market Street which would be
more in keeping on a major arterial road where a steady flow of traffic is prioritised
over pedestrian wellbeing.
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1. There is no provision made for pedestrians to cross to the north side of Jeffrey
Street, meaning they must either use the signalised crossing opposite
Waverley (not signed) or cross Market Street without any dropped kerbs or
indication of a crossing point. [A crossing point was added/improved east of
the junction after this audit took place – the summary report takes this
provision into account]

Jeffrey Street
This is a relatively minor road for vehicles, but it appears to carry significant
pedestrian traffic. There is no wayfinding signage suggesting that this leads to the
Royal Mile or Holyrood areas.
1. The character of the street noticeably changes along its length. The western
section is characterised by poor quality footway, litter, graffiti, blank frontages,
and provision for vehicles on a wide carriageway. The southern section starts
to suggest the character of the Royal Mile with more active frontage, slightly
better footway, and increased footfall.
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2. The view north from Jeffrey Street over the wall toward Waverley Station
provides visual interest. Unfortunately the street is dominated by parked cars
and dead frontages, detracting significantly from the street’s character.
Widening the footway on the north side and improving it on the south side
would allow for creation of seating and pocket parks.

3. The presence of parking and wheelie bins in the carriageway demonstrates
that the full width of the carriageway is not used or required. Various
interventions could be made which would take little more space than these
bins, but which would support pedestrians. A pocket park could be created
within the footprint of a wheelie bin at several points along the street.
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4. The carriageway design here feels to be a poor compromise, with the wide
junction and gentle curve at Market Street suggesting that it is to carry
significant traffic at some speed, yet parking and the bins in places restrict its
width so that two-way flow is unlikely. If the street is to be managed in such a
way that steady two-way flow is impossible then the carriageway can be very
significantly re-designed in order to support pedestrian use. The carriageway
here might also be restricted to one-way vehicle movement. In all cases this
could be a lovely pedestrian boulevard joining the Royal Mile and Waverley
Station.
5. The footway is in poor condition along most of Jeffrey Street, especially
around Carrubbers Close where trip hazards are present. Dropped kerbs are
missing at private entrances.
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6. There are several side streets (e.g. Carrubbers Close) that look visually
intriguing but also uninviting due to the graffiti, lack of lighting and absence of
wayfinding explaining where the streets lead. Opening these up and
advertising them as routes would mean they could add to the character of the
area rather than detracting from it.

7. La Garrigue restaurant addresses the street well with colour, active frontage,
planters, etc. This is a stark contrast to the inactive frontage further north
along the street and demonstrates how a little intervention can make a big
difference in terms of creating an attractive pedestrian environment. If this sort
of frontage were replicated along the rest of the street, it would change the
whole feel of the area.

8. Parked cars impede sightlines for pedestrians who might want to cross
anywhere near the bend near La Garrigue – this is an obvious place to cross
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to see the view opposite. This, coupled with fast moving vehicles, makes this
a potentially dangerous corner which would benefit from simple changes to
make crossing easy. Options include a simple informal crossing using a
pedestrian refuge, but also restricted carriageway space making use of the
fact that parking already restricts vehicle movement and available
carriageway.

Jeffrey Street / Royal Mile / St Mary’s Street intersection
There are several issues with this intersection and it would score poorly on a
Pedestrian Environment Review audit.
1. Dropped kerbs are likely to be too steep for some users who need them, and
often have drainage channels directly where they meet the carriageway,
which adds an additional obstacle.

2. The cobbled (setted) surface across the whole crossing creates a trip hazard
for pedestrians and will make it effectively impassable for some wheelchair
users.
3. Cobbles (setts) also increase the noise from vehicles, adding to the sense
that the area is heavily vehicle dominated.
4. The pedestrian green phase felt very short – the audible signal only lasts for a
couple of seconds, which makes the crossing feel less safe. As there is a
pedestrian all-green phase, this in theory allows for diagonal crossing
movements. The limited time available to cross works against this. There are
no dropped kerbs in place to allow for diagonal movement.
5. Vehicles were parked in contravention of restrictions indicated by the single
yellow line, directly next to the crossing, making it difficult for pedestrians to
see in all directions on the carriageway.
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6. The crossing area for pedestrians is not marked out in contrasting materials
so will not cater adequately for people with some visual impairments (which
combined with the cobbled (setted) surface may make this actively dangerous
for some visually impaired people).

7. Because of the number of vehicles using the intersection (and possibly due to
effect of a long, straight downhill section of carriageway), vehicles were
turning fast into Jeffrey Street, adding to a sense of the crossing not feeling as
safe as it should for pedestrians.
8. We observed that insufficient time was given for the number of vehicles
turning in some directions, leading to them being stranded across the
pedestrian area and blocking the crossing.
9. The junction has no support for cycling.
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10. The general imbalance of street allocation is notable. Space is given over to
parked cars very close to intersection is leading to reduced pedestrian
footway space, even though the majority of people using the crossing are on
foot, not in vehicles.

11. There is complete absence of any pedestrian wayfinding at the intersection.
12. There is a pedestrian green phase every other traffic phase, which is positive
as it reduces the waiting time. However as above, the green phase needs to
be longer.
Royal Mile / Canongate
This is an iconic street, yet the width of the carriageway and inadequate support of
pedestrians mean that they are unlikely to concentrate on their surroundings.
1. At the corner of the intersection between Jeffrey Street and Canongate the
shop was displaying goods on the street, significantly reducing the footway
width at this busy corner. As with several points along the Royal Mile, street
activity like this is not to be discouraged per se - as it adds to the life of the
street - but the footway must be widened in order to cater for it.
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2. A traffic signal pole is obstructing the footway on the north side just west of
Cranston St.

3. Cranston Street is parallel to Jeffrey Street, and very close beside it. There
seems little need to keep it open for regular through traffic, other than to
increase the permeability of the area to through traffic – using it may allow
people driving to avoid waiting at the traffic signals at the main junction.
4. The entrance to Cranston Street is wide enough for two ordinary cars to pass,
yet within a few metres parking obstructs one side of the street. There is no
particular support for pedestrians crossing this very minor road end. Vehicles
can be seen to enter the junction from Canongate showing little regard to
pedestrian priority. Our auditor here felt to have narrowly avoided being hit by
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a taxi, which had first been driven in a hurry along the right hand (oncoming)
side of Canongate to skip a traffic queue for the signals.
5. The footway is relatively wide along the Royal Mile in most places however it
has pinch points, some of which are due to buildings line, and some due to
street clutter. This street’s appeal is in the buildings and history, which
necessitate people being able to wander and look up at their surroundings.
The ‘place function’ of this street requires wider footways and ideally an
absence of motorised traffic, especially because the height of the surrounding
buildings is amplifying the vehicle noise making the environment more hostile.
6. There is a 20mph limit along the Royal Mile with speed restriction markers
painted on the road however there is nothing to naturally restrict vehicle
speeds. Nothing about the carriageway design makes it feel to be a road
designed to be driven along at 20mph. The relatively wide, long, straight
descent east to Holyrood is likely to make people driving feel like this is a road
on which much faster speeds are appropriate. Interventions to mitigate this
would need to be physical – either build outs or restricting the carriageway
width.

7. This iconic street should tell its own story with the help of wayfinding and
interpretation boards. There is a lack of any wayfinding currently – the one
totem we found was damaged and illegible. Some thought could be given to
providing discrete wayfinding support which would not detract from the sense
of place.
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8. The treatment of the junction at New Street is better than that at Cranston
Street, as motor vehicles are only allowed to exit here. This might be a
location where a full high-quality continuous footway would support
pedestrians to cross – and such treatment would be appropriate at a number
of more minor entrances too.

9. There is a zebra crossing at St John’s Street – this is one of two places to
cross safely along the entire length of Canongate (three if the signals at
Jeffrey Street are included). This is a desperately poor level of provision
considering the character of the pedestrian use of the street, its shops,
attractions, and so on.
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10. People were observed spilling into the carriageway at the zebra crossing as
the footway is not wide enough for the volume of pedestrian use here. It
appeared from a quick review that approximately every 5th vehicle moving
eastbound was not yielding to waiting pedestrians. The carriageway
encourages inappropriate speed and use of the street as a through route. It
may be that people driving do not want to yield here because they may be
held up while many people cross. This situation may be made worse because
of the lack of places for people to cross easily elsewhere. We observed
pedestrians running or hurrying across the zebra crossing, which we take to
be an indication that they feel that the street belongs to those driving through
it. We also observed vehicles being driven off before pedestrians had cleared
the crossing.
11. There are very few places to sit along the entire length of Canongate. Given
its visual intrigue and the topography there needs to be provision for people to
stop and rest safely. The gradient may mean that people using a manual
wheelchair to go uphill may not be able to stay straight, suggesting that a
wider footway is required to enable this.
12. To the west of Old Tollbooth Wynd there is an unusual stretch of footway. The
wider section of footway here runs inside the building pillars, between these
and a shop front set further back from the carriageway. There is a very narrow
section of footway outside the pillars, and a parking bay widening the
carriageway. It is very clear that the desire line for pedestrians is on the
carriageway side of the pillars, through the space used for the parking bay.
This arrangement exists in order that vehicles can be stopped without
interrupting two-way vehicle flow.

13. There is a redundant traffic signage pole opposite Wilson’s Court which is
obstructing the footway. At the time of our visit temporary signage was also
obstructing the footway outside what is currently the “Christmas shop” and on
the south side of the street near what is currently Starbucks.
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14. Aside from issues around vehicle use, the street is generally otherwise of
good quality - however there are small sections where the character changes
suddenly. This includes around Lochend Close, where there is graffiti and
signs of visual neglect.
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15. Street tables and seating at the Kilderkin pub add to the street scene and
would ideally be encouraged, but these are currently obstructing the desirable
footway width.
16. The footway width is severely restricted at Brown’s Close – this is an example
of a permanent restriction that could only be mitigated by removing space
from the carriageway.

17. There is one seating area provided at the veteran’s memorial area however
this can only be accessed using a flight of steps. People observed sitting on
the wall here suggesting the need for more accessible seating provision.
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18. The roundabout directly outside Holyrood is very hostile for pedestrians. No
provision has been made here for crossing the carriageway, despite the
numbers of people walking in the area. The area given over to carriageway
space is huge, and the road layout leads to vehicles exiting the roundabout at
high speed. The area is vehicle dominated, just at the point where there is the
most pedestrian intrigue. There is no provision for visually impaired
pedestrians with no tactile paving at any crossing. Although there are only
single lanes of moving traffic in or out of any arm of the roundabout, the
carriageway here is widened at these points so that it could likely
accommodate at least three vehicles side by side on both the entrances and
exits. Abbey Strand is effectively a rarely used private access which as many
times works as if it is a pedestrianised street, yet the carriageway is designed
and marked in such a way that this provides a fourth wide arm of the
roundabout.
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19. The angular corner of the Parliament building on the south side of Canongate
just west of the roundabout creates a significant pinch point and trip hazard
(especially for visually impaired pedestrians) when traveling westbound along
the Royal Mile. This is another example of a permanent obstruction which
could only be mitigated by widening the footway.
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Table of additional observations
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Thumbnail photo

Location
Market Street /
Jeffrey St

Observation
Bins on the corner

Effect
Category
Restricted access, particularly for wheelchair Maintenance &
users and people using walking aids.
enforcement
issues

Market Street /
Designated crossing – badly maintained Very difficult for older people / people with
Jeffrey Street crossing /cracked pavements and lowered kerb. mobility difficulties or visual impairment to
Wide crossing / difficult to navigate;
cross safely / comfortably.
poor sightlines, deep potholes.
Road flares to be very wide at crossing
point.

Crossing points
and desire lines
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Thumbnail photo

Location
Bottom of Jeffrey
Street

Observation
Bins / other obstructions and poor
condition of pavement.

Jeffrey Street, outside Street sign in middle of pavement /
St. Paul’s Episcopal surrounding pavement sunken. General
Church
pavement condition poor; bike parked
at bus stop; various obstructions

Effect
Potential trip hazards/ difficult to navigate
Unsightly

Category
Footway
surfaces and
obstructions
Aesthetics

Footway
surfaces and
obstructions
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Thumbnail photo

Location
Lane entrance on
Jeffrey Street

Observation
Dropped kerbs not aligned.
Pot holes / cracks

Junction of Jeffrey
Pedestrian Crossing Button / Poles
Street and Royal Mile seem very far from actual crossing
point

Effect
Potential trip hazard

Category
Footway
surfaces and
obstructions

Difficult for people to activate crossing and
get to crossing (especially for visually
impaired)

Crossing points
and desire lines
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Thumbnail photo

Location
Royal Mile

Observation
Temporary diversion sign – sandbag
fallen out, trip hazard / obstruction

Effect
Potential for tripping / difficult to get past

Category
Footway
surfaces and
obstructions

Lane across Royal
Mile

Cobbles / small drain covers / very
uneven

Accessibility issues. Breaking up of safe
pedestrian space.

Footway
surfaces and
obstructions
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Thumbnail photo

Location
Primary school

Observation
Effect
Pavement too narrow for crossing /
Potential danger of pedestrians on road –
volume of pedestrians (children) going railings opposite school prevent people
into school.
getting onto pavement

Vicinity of Reids Close Pavement less good condition; A board Narrowing of pavement.
advertisement.

Category
Road layout
and space
allocation

Footway
surfaces and
obstructions
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Thumbnail photo

Location
Observation
Effect
Between primary
Pavement narrows;
Serious narrowing of pavement. Visual
school and Parliament Bollards – accentuating narrowness of intrusion.
pavement

Category
Road layout
and space
allocation
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Thumbnail photo

Location
Bus stop, lower end
of Canongate

Observation
Bollards have an effect on bus stop
access.

Dropped kerb at
Bollard in middle of dropped kerb
crossing at bottom of
Canongate

Effect
Category
Requires buses to line up exactly between the Road layout
space to allow any wheelchair or buggy
and space
access
allocation

Reduces access for wheelchairs / motor
scooters / other walking aids

Road layout
and space
allocation
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Thumbnail photo

Location
Taxi rank at bottom
end of Canongate

Observation
Effect
Queuing taxis at rank block visibility for Reduces visibility for pedestrians crossing
pedestrians, and make some of
road. Pedestrians must stand on redundant
carriageway space redundant.
carriageway to see clearly. This carriageway
space is not used for moving vehicles, yet
remains a vehicle focused space, on an
otherwise already very wide carriageway..

Bottom of Royal Mile, Pavement / drain and covers in poor
across from
condition / uneven
Parliament

Uneven / trip hazard

Category

Footway
surfaces and
obstructions
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Thumbnail photo

Location
Observation
Bus stop (Whitefoord Bus shelter placement leaves very
Veterans
narrow footway. Shelter could be
Accommodation)
placed closer to edge of kerb, or build
out kerb to accommodate.

Forsyth Close and
Whitefoord
accommodation
entrances

Effect
Difficult to use footway, particularly with
wheelchair/ buggy – may force people into
road, particularly at busy times. Next to
accommodation mostly for older people –
access crucial.

Category
Footway
surfaces and
obstructions
Road layout
and space
allocation

Cobbled (setted) exits, poorly aligned in Difficult for wheelchair/ buggy use, minor trip Footway
places. Continuous footway could be hazards (but positive that it is at pavement surfaces and
provided.
surface height)
obstructions
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Thumbnail photo

Location
Observation
Effect
Entrance to Brown’s Drop kerbs not aligned, poor road
Difficult for use of wheelchairs and buggies,
Close
surface. Full normal carriageway
trip hazard
provided for an extremely minor access
– prioritising vehicle use despite almost
all use being of pedestrians across it.

Category
Crossing points
and desire lines

Pavement opposite
Royal Mile Primary
School

Road layout
and space
allocation

Guard rail surrounding crossing.
Can prevent people crossing from accessing
Symptomatic of need to protect people pavement from road. May emphasise to
(children) from fast moving vehicles.
vehicle drivers that it is the responsibility of
pedestrians to stay clear of carriageway.

Footway
surfaces and
obstructions
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Thumbnail photo

Location
Observation
Outside newsagent, Parking ticket machine in footway, A
by Lochend Close
board for advertising.

Effect
Taking away pedestrian space, obstruction
particularly for visually impaired people

Category
Footway
surfaces and
obstructions

By Dunbar’s Close

Taking away pedestrian space, obstruction
particularly for visually impaired people

Footway
surfaces and
obstructions

Traffic sign pole in footway at narrow
point.
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Thumbnail photo

Location
Observation
Near Canongate Kirk Redundant/unused bus stop sign post Obstruction
(may have been removed)

Near St John’s St
crossing

Redundant pole

Obstruction

Effect

Category
Footway
surfaces and
obstructions

Footway
surfaces and
obstructions
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